Curriculum Overview
YEAR LEVEL 5/6

Term 2, 2022

Welcome to Term 2!
We are looking forward to an exciting and very busy term ahead! Just some of the things happening this
term are NAPLAN, Inter School Sports, Mother’s Day celebrations, Masses, and St Paul’s Day! The Year 5
students’ will be continuing the leadership program and the Year 6 students’ supporting their Prep buddies.
Miss Hine (5/6H), Miss Olivia (5/6O) and Mrs Maria /Mrs Leah (5/6ML)

English
In English, the learning focus will be:
Reading and Viewing:
● selecting, navigating and reading increasingly complex texts
for a range of purposes;
● analysing and explaining literal and implied information from
a variety of texts;
● describing how events, characters and setting in texts are
depicted;
● continuing to refine Reciprocal Reading roles (predicting, questioning, clarifying and summarising);
● identifying and explaining parts of non fiction texts including maps, diagrams, websites, and
biographies.
Writing:
● creating imaginative, informative and biographical texts using appropriate structures and language;
● paraphrasing non fiction texts;
● rereading and editing their own and others’ work.
Speaking and Listening:
● making simple purposeful presentations to the class;
● asking and answering questions in small group discussions.

Mathematics
In Mathematics, the learning focus will be:
Number and Algebra:
● fractions;
● number and place value;
● investigate and utilise the properties of numbers;
● explore, describe and continue number patterns.
Data:
● Data Representation and Interpretations.

Religion
Creation is all around us

In Term Two, students will explore creation as a
gift from God, which we are called to care for and
protect. Students will identify issues of misuse
and mismanagement in the environment and
explore how we, as stewards of creation, can
respond appropriately and compassionately. The
unit will introduce the concept of ‘ecological
conversion’ which calls us to change the ways in
which we relate to each other and to the whole of
God’s creation. The students will identify their call
to challenge those ways and structures that
oppress and exploit creation. Students explore
the sacrament of healing. At the conclusion of the
unit, students demonstrate their learning through
the planning of a liturgy on sacramental living.

Italian

Inquiry
In the unit ’Make a Chain-ge’, students will work
towards developing an understanding about the
many ecosystems in our world. They will learn how
plants, animals and the environment interact with
and rely on each other. Students will explore the
natural and human processes that can impact
ecosystems in both positive and negative ways. By
exploring chain reactions, they will see how
individual actions can multiply to cause significant
impact to the many ecosystems in our world.
Students will be motivated to become stewards
and take personal responsibility in taking positive
action and promote sustainable choices.
Concepts we will explore:
●
●
●

ecosystems
human impact
personal responsibility.

Performing Arts

In Italian, the learning fous will be:

In Performing Arts, the learning fous will be:
● representing information appropriately for
● exploring the history of rap music and the
different audiences, using a variety of modes.
use of rhythm within it.
● learning some points of grammar, such as
● investigating musical elements and
singular and plural indefinite articles, noun and
technical skills through the composition of
adjective agreement.
their own rap about an important topic.
● applying the elements of music, their
● introducing ‘are’, ‘ere’ and ‘ire’ verbs .
voices, instruments and technologies to
improvise, arrange, compose and perform
music.

Physical Education

Visual Arts

In Physical Education, the learning focus will be:
Tennis.

In Visual Arts, the learning fous will be:
● exploring the art work of Vincent Van Gogh,
especially Starry Night.
● discussing the painting style of Van Gogh,
and the art principles and elements of
colour, line, texture, shape, unity and
balance found in his artwork.
● creating artwork inspired by Vincent Van
Gogh.

Students will participate in activities designed to
assist their development and skills in the following:
● serving the ball;
● forehand strike;
● backhand strike;
● basic tactics;
● basic game play.
A strong emphasis will be placed upon active
participation, good sportsmanship and positive
encouragement.

